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Abstract
We study a coordination game on a fixed connected network where players have to
choose between two projects. Some players are moderate (i.e. they are ex-ante indif-
ferent between both projects) while others are stubborn (i.e. they always choose the
same project). Benefits for moderate players are increasing in the number of neighbors
who choose the same project. In addition, players are either farsighted or myopic. Far-
sighted players anticipate the reactions of otherswhilemyopic players do not.We show
that, when all players are farsighted, full coordination among the moderate players is
reached except if there are stubborn players for both projects. When the population
is mixed, the set of stable strategy profiles is a refinement of the set of Nash equilib-
rium strategy profiles. In fact, turning myopic players into farsighted ones eliminates
gradually the inefficient Nash equilibria. Finally, we consider a social planner who can
improve coordination bymeans of two policy instruments: adding links to the network
(socialization) and/or turning myopic players into farsighted ones (education).
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1 Introduction

Coordination problems play an important role in social and economic interactions.
Partners, family and friends coordinate what to eat, how to spend the evening or
where to go on vacation. Researchers coordinate with their coauthors time and date
of meetings and the splitting of tasks. Firms active in research and development or
joint production partnerships often need to coordinate on the choice of compatible
technologies. Countries involved in trade and political alliances must agree on con-
ventions such as a communication language. In most of those coordination problems,
agents make choices positively influenced by their neighbors (friends, collaborators,
…) in the network.1

In this paper we address fundamental questions about coordination games in net-
works. Does farsightedness solve the coordination problem? Do stubborn agents
impede coordination in the presence of farsighted agents? Do we improve coordi-
nation by turning myopic agents into farsighted ones? Can a social planner reach full
coordination by stimulating socialization (adding links to the network) or education
(making myopic agents becoming farsighted)?

To answer these questions we study a coordination game on a fixed connected
network. Players have to choose between two projects. Some players are moderate
(i.e. they are ex-ante indifferent for both projects) while others are stubborn players
(i.e. they always choose the same project independently of what others do). Benefits
are supposed to be increasing in the number of friends or neighbors who choose the
same project, conditionally on the project being successful. A project is said to be
successful if it is adopted by enough people within the whole society. In addition of
being either moderate or stubborn, each player can be either myopic or farsighted.
In contrast to myopic players, farsighted players anticipate that others might react to
their actions and take into account the sequence of reactions that results from their
own actions in the network.

We first solve the coordination game when all players are farsighted. We propose
the concept of farsightedly stable strategy profile for determining the outcome of the
game. A strategy profile is farsightedly stable if there is no farsighted improving path
emanating from it.2 A farsighted improving path is a sequence of strategy profiles
where each time one player chooses an action based on the improvement the end strat-
egy profile offers her relative to the current strategy profile. We show that there always
exists a farsightedly stable strategy profile. Suppose there are no stubborn players or
only stubborn players for a single project. Then, farsightedness leads to full coordina-
tion among the whole society, even though there is a large multiplicity of inefficient
Nash equilibria. Once there are stubborn players for both projects, farsightedness does
not always overcome the issue of miscoordination. Intuitively, farsighted players may
fail to influence other moderate players if the only channels for influencing them go

1 Jackson (2008) and Goyal (2007) provide a comprehensive introduction to the theory of social and
economic networks. Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (2016) give an overview of the solution concepts for
solving network formation games.
2 See Chwe (1994); Dutta et al. (2005); Herings et al. (2009, 2019); Page and Wooders (2009); Ray and
Vohra (2015, 2019) among others for alternative notions of farsightedness.
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through stubborn players. Nevertheless, we provide conditions to guarantee that all
moderate players fully coordinate on the same project.

Wenext consider the case of amixed population consisting ofmyopic and farsighted
players. Indeed, recent experiments provide evidence in favor of a mixed population
consisting of both myopic and farsighted individuals (see Kirchsteiger et al. 2016).
We propose the concept of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profile for determining
the outcome of the game. A strategy profile is myopic-farsighted stable if there is no
myopic-farsighted improving path emanating from it. A myopic-farsighted improv-
ing path is a sequence of strategy profiles that can emerge when farsighted players
choose an action based on the improvement the end strategy profile offers them rel-
ative to the current strategy profile while myopic players choose an action based on
the improvement the resulting strategy profile offers them relative to the current one.
We show that when all players are myopic the set of stable strategy profiles coincides
with the set of Nash equilibria of the coordination game. The set of stable strategy
profiles weakly decreases when a myopic player becomes farsighted. Hence, the set
of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profiles when moderate players are both myopic
and farsighted is a refinement of the set of Nash equilibrium strategy profiles. In fact,
turning myopic players into farsighted ones eliminates gradually the inefficient Nash
equilibria. We then look at the impact of stubbornness and at what happens for some
specific networks (complete, star and line networks).

Finally,we consider a social plannerwho can improve coordination bymeans of two
policy instruments: adding links to the network (socialization) and/or turning myopic
players into farsighted ones (education). In the case of regular networks, especially
circle networks, both instruments are substitutes when all players are moderate. How-
ever, in the presence of stubborn players, turning myopic players into farsighted ones
without adding links cannot lead to full coordination among the moderate players.

One motivation for our model is the adoption of new technologies. Agents choose
whether to adopt a new technology or keep the old one, such as in social media, where
the benefit of the technology is increasing in the number of friends or neighbors that
adopt the same technology. For being successful or profitable, the technology needs to
be adopted by a certainmass of customers; otherwise, it probably disappears in the long
run. In addition, we often encounter within the population agents who stick no matter
what to the old technology while others are slavishly devoted to the new technologies,
like nerds. Another example is the cooperation in R&D between researchers or firms.
Researchers can be involved in a network of R&D collaborations, where the links
can be interpreted as previous cooperation on a joint project. Given the network, the
researchers can cooperate into new projects that require the collaboration of several
researchers. While some researchers might be interested in participating into the new
projects, other researchers could be reluctant to participate in some new project. In
order to be successful, all required researchers should collaborate in the joint project.
The collaboration with a higher number of researchers reduce more the effort the
researcher has to deploy for her research. Other examples include situations involving
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social influence regarding the choice by the society between alternative projects for
the development of the country.3

We now turn to the related literature. In our coordination game played on a fixed
network, players have incentives to coordinate with their neighbors. But, there are
situations where the opposite happens. Bramoullé (2007) studies anti-coordination
games and defines frustration as a function of neighbors who play the same action and
neighbors who choose a different action. Frustration is the highest in the complete
network and the lowest in bipartite networks. Bramoullé et al. (2004) go one-step
further by endogenizing the network formation. Jackson and Watts (2002a) also look
at coordination games on networks, but rather focus on repeated interactions. In each
period, first a randomly selected link can be added or deleted, next a randomly chosen
player can adjust her action. With a small probability a player makes a mistake which
might induce other players to modify their actions later on. All players are myopic
and are ex-ante indifferent between the different alternatives. For solving this game,
they use the concept of stochastic stability. They find that the endogenous network
not only has implications for the interaction pattern that emerges, but it also has a
significant impact on the play in the coordination game relative to what would arise if
the same interaction network was exogenous. Goyal and Vega-Redondo (2005) also
study a coordination game which is repeatedly played on networks where players can
choose between two different options. Players can revise their strategy in each period
with a certain probability. In their model the links between players are paid only by
one player. The authors show that depending on the costs for a link players either
coordinate on the risk-dominant action or on the efficient action.

Morris (2000) considers an infinite population of players that revise their actions
according to deterministic best response dynamics. Each player must choose between
one of two actions (0 and 1) to play against a finite subset of neighbors. Preferences take
a local-aggregate form and it is assumed that there exists a critical number q between
0 and 1 such that action 1 is a best response for a player if at least a proportion q of his
neighbors plays 1. Contagion occurs if one action spreads from a finite set of players
to the whole population. Morris (2000) characterizes the contagion threshold such that
contagion occurs. In a related paper, Jackson and Storms (2019) analyze a game in
which each player can either adopt the behavior of her neighbors or not. Following
Morris (2000), it is assumed that if a certain amount of neighbors of a player choose
to adopt some behavior, it becomes beneficial for this player to adopt this behavior
as well. There can be multiple different conventions in which players in some parts
of the network adopt a behavior while players in other parts of the network do not.
They define communities to be groups of players who behave the same as each other
in every convention. They characterize the behavioral communities in some random
graphs as a function of how strongly the benefits of adopting the behavior depend on
others’ behaviors.

3 In Switzerland, people had to choose in 2018 between being candidate for organizing theWinter Olympic
Games 2026 or not. The no-option reverts to allocate the proposed budget to more durable activities. The
no-option won by 53,98% and from the analysis of the votes and polls it was observed that most people
from the cities were voting against except those having strong ties with the ski resorts (Le Nouvelliste,
10/6/2018).
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Recently, Leister et al. (2021) study a coordination game among agents on a network
who choose whether or not to adopt a new technology in an uncertain environment. In
their model, the total value an agent receives from adopting the technology increases
in the technology’s underlying value (the state) and in its adoption by neighbors. They
propose an algorithm that fully characterizes the equilibrium coordination sets within
the network, and they provide an exact condition for which a single coordination set
exists in the network. While they explore the role of uncertainty and the network’s
architecture in determining who coordinates their adoption choices with whom, we
examine the impact of a heterogeneous population consisting ofmyopic and farsighted
players as well as moderate and stubborn players on the coordination outcome.

Closest to our work, but without the network aspect, is the work of Sakovics and
Steiner (2012). They focus on a continuum of players where each player can decide
to either invest into a project or abstain. The project has an investment threshold and
is only successful if enough players invest. Players receive a noisy signal about this
threshold. The authors show that depending on the noise in the signal there can be
miscoordination, while if the noise is small players coordinate their actions.4

We further the literature by considering the impact of a mixed population along two
dimensions (moderate versus stubborn players, farsighted versus myopic players) on
the coordination problem. We propose the notion of myopic-farsighted stable strategy
profiles and show that it refines the concept of Nash equilibrium. In addition, our
analysis reveals how crucial it might be to have precise knowledge of the social and
economic network for implementing efficiently policies for improving coordination
among the interacting agents.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe the coordination
game played on a fixed network. In Sect. 3 we define the concept of farsightedly
stable strategy profiles and we prove its existence. We then characterize the set of
stable strategy profiles in the presence of either only moderate players, or moderate
players with stubborn players for a single project, or moderate players together with
stubborn players of both types. In Sect. 4 we introduce myopic players together with
farsighted ones, and possibly stubborn players. We propose the concept of myopic-
farsighted stable strategy profiles and we analyze the impact of farsightedness and
stubbornness. In Sect. 5 we look at the role of the social planner whose objective is to
improve coordination within the whole network. In Sect. 6 we conclude. All proofs
are relegated to the appendix.

2 Coordination problems

2.1 Networks

Let N = {1, . . . , n} be a finite set of players who are located on a fixed connected
network g. A network g is a list of which pairs of players are linked to each other and
i j ∈ g indicates that i and j are linked under g. A path in a network g between i and

4 Another related strand of literature where we observe similar network effects are local public goodmodels
that do analyze the provision of public goods in networks (see e.g. Bramoullé and Kranton 2007; Allouch
2015).
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j is a sequence of players i1, . . . , iK such that ik ik+1 ∈ g for each k ∈ {1, . . . , K −1}
with i1 = i and iK = j . A network g is connected if for all i ∈ N and j ∈ N \{i}, there
exists a path in g connecting i and j . Let gS be the set of all subsets of S ⊆ N of size 2,
so gN is the complete network. Let N (g) = {i |there is j such that i j ∈ g} be the set of
players who have at least one link in the network g. Let Ni (g) = { j ∈ N | i j ∈ g} be
the set of neighbors of player i in g. The degree of player i in network g, denoted di (g),
is the cardinality of i’s set of neighbors, di (g) = #Ni (g).5 A player who has only
one neighbor is called a leaf. A star network is a network such that there exists some
player i (the center) who is linked to every other player j �= i (the peripherals) and
that contains no other links (i.e. g is such that Ni (g) = N\ {i} and N j (g) = {i} for all
j ∈ N\ {i}). A line network is a connected network where each player i ∈ N \ { j, k}
has two links while players j and k are leaves.

2.2 A coordination game played on a fixed network

The society consists of n players located on a fixed network who have to choose
between two projects p or q. A project r ∈ {p, q} is said to be successful if at least
tr players choose this project. We call tr the support threshold of project r ∈ {p, q},
0 < tr ≤ n and tr ∈ N. Let t = (t p, tq). Some players are moderate, while others are
stubborn. Each moderate player chooses one project or action ai ∈ {p, q}. Let Nm =
{1, . . . ,m} be the set of moderate players. A stubborn player for project r ∈ {p, q}
always chooses project r whatever the choice of other players and the thresholds. Let
Nr be the set of stubborn players for project r , r ∈ {p, q}. Thus, if i ∈ Nr then ai = r .
Let Np ∪ Nq = {m + 1, . . . , n}. Let a = (a1, . . . , an) be a strategy profile and A be
the set of all possible strategy profiles. 6 The set of players N = {1, . . . , n} is simply
Nm ∪ Np ∪ Nq .7

Given a strategy profile a ∈ A, let ni (a) = #{ j ∈ N | ai = a j } be the total number
of players who choose the same project as player i (stubborn players as well as player
i included), and let ni (g, a) = #{ j ∈ N | ai = a j and i j ∈ g} be the number of
neighbors (stubborn players included) of player i in the network g who choose the
same project as player i . Given some network g, some thresholds (t p, tq) and some
strategy profile a ∈ A, the utility functionUi of a moderate player i ∈ Nm is given by
the following expression:

Ui (g; ai , a−i ) =
{−ci if ni (ai , a−i ) < tai ,
bi + φi (ni (g, a)) if ni (ai , a−i ) ≥ tai ,

where ci ≥ 0 is player i’s loss from investing into an unsuccessful project while
bi+φi (ni (g, a)) is player i’s benefit froma successful project. This benefit is composed
of two parts: a fixed one (bi > 0) and a variable one (φi (ni (g, a)) ≥ 0) which depends

5 Throughout the paper we use the notation ⊆ for weak inclusion and � for strict inclusion. Finally, # will
refer to the notion of cardinality.
6 Notice that strategy profiles where some stubborn player for one project would choose the other project
are excluded from the set of all possible strategy profiles A.
7 For a n × 1 vector a we denote by a−i the vector of size n − 1 with the i-th entry removed and we use
a−i, j to denote the vector in which the i-th and the j-th elements have been deleted.
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Fig. 1 Network with four
moderate players (1, 2, 3, 4) and
three stubborn players (5, 6, 7) p

p q

5

6

1

2

3

4

7

on the action chosen by the neighbors of player i . The function φi is increasing with
the number of neighbors who choose the same project as i and it captures the fact
that players may have different interests in cooperating with their neighbors. So, an
investment of player i into an unsuccessful project (ni (ai , a−i ) < tai ) gives her a
negative utility (−ci ), while an investment into a successful project (ni (ai , a−i ) ≥ tai )
yields her a positive utility. Furthermore, in the latter case, the utility of player i is
increasing with the number of neighbors who choose the same project.8

Notice that, according to the utility function, the threshold depends on global adop-
tion whereas player i’s benefit depends on local adoption by her neighbors.9 Many
applications in real life match this type of utility function. For instance social media
platforms become attractive for adoption once a significant amount of users and/or
social influencers are using them. In other words, an individual user registers on the
new platform only when the platform has been globally adopted. At the same time,
the benefits that an individual user derives from the platform depend on the number of
friends with whom she communicates and shares information through the platform;
i.e., the local adoption among her social network.10

Let us point out some properties of this utility function. In the case player i
chooses a successful project, her utility increases if some neighbor j switches to
her project: Ui (g; ai , a j , a−i, j ) > Ui (g; ai , a′

j , a−i, j ) if a′
j �= a j = ai , j ∈ Ni (g)

and ni (ai , a j , a−i, j ) ≥ tai . The utility of player i does not change if her neighbor,
player j , changes her action but the project chosen by player i remains unsuccess-
ful: Ui (g; ai , a−i ) = Ui (g; ai , a′−i ) for any a−i and a′−i if ni (ai , a−i ) < tai and
ni (ai , a′−i ) < tai .

From now on we only consider projects that can be successful: #Nm + #Nr ≥ tr

for r ∈ {p, q}. It ensures that each project r can be successful because there are not
too many stubborn players for the other project such that the threshold of project r
cannot be reached even if all stubborn players for project r and all moderate players
invest into project r .

8 For simplicity, we assume that a stubborn player for project r ∈ {p, q} always chooses project r whatever
the choice of other players and the thresholds. Such behavior would emerge endogenously by simply
assuming that a stubborn player i choosing the alternative project obtains a disutility of −ci − c (c > 0).
9 The preferences considered inMorris (2000); Jackson and Storms (2019) and other closely related papers
are such that both the threshold and the individual benefits depend on local adoption.
10 Other applications could fit the opposite utility function where the threshold depends on local adoption
and the individual benefit depends on global adoption. The study of such situations is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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In Fig. 1 we illustrate a situation with seven players located on a network who have
to decide on investing into alternative projects p or q. Players with a round node are
moderate players, while players with a square node are stubborn for the project written
in the square. In this example there are two stubborn players for project p, namely
players 5 and 6. Player 7 is stubborn for project q while players 1, 2, 3 and 4 are
moderate. Suppose players 1 and 2 choose p while players 3 and 4 choose q. Then,
a = (p, p, q, q, p, p, q).

3 Farsighted agents

3.1 Farsightedly stable strategy profiles

Typically, coordination games are solved using the concept of Nash equilibrium. A
strategy profile a∗ ∈ A is a Nash Equilibrium if Ui (g; a∗

i , a
∗−i ) ≥ Ui (g; ai , a∗−i ) for

all i ∈ Nm , for all ai ∈ {p, q}. Let N (g, t) denote the set of all Nash Equilibria.
Assume now that players are farsighted. Farsighted players forecast how others

might react to their actions and take into account the sequence of reactions that results
from their own actions in the network. A farsighted improving path is a sequence of
strategy profiles that can emerge when farsighted players choose an action based on
the improvement the end strategy profile offers them relative to the current strategy
profile and where each strategy profile in the sequence differs from the preceding one
in that only one action of one of the players is modified.

Definition 1 Consider (g, t) as given. A farsighted improving path from a strategy
profile a ∈ A to a strategy profile a′ ∈ A is a finite sequence of strategy profiles
a0, . . . , aL ∈ A with a0 = a, aL = a′ and a j �= ak for all j, k ∈ {1, . . . , L − 1}
such that for every � ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1}, we have a�+1

i �= a�
i and a

�+1
−i = a�−i for some

i ∈ N , and Ui (aL) > Ui (a�).

If there exists a farsighted improving path from the strategy profile a to a′ we write
a → a′. The set of all strategy profiles that can be reached from a by a farsighted
improving path is denoted by f (a) = {a′ ∈ A | a → a′}. Our notion of farsighted
improving path is similar to the one first developed by Jackson (2008) and Herings
et al. (2009) for network formation.

Example 1 Consider the network depicted in Fig. 2. All players are farsighted. Players
6 and 7 are stubborn while all other players are moderate. Both projects p and q
have a low threshold: t p = tq = 1. Start with the profile a0 = (p, p, p, p, p, p, q)

where player 5 is coordinating with one of her two neighbors. From this profile there
is a farsighted improving path initiated by player 5. First, player 5 chooses project q
instead of p which yields to the profile a1 = (p, p, p, p, q, p, q). In this profile a1

player 3 has now an incentive to deviate to project q as well, because two of her three
neighbors have selected project q. This yields to the profile a2 = (p, p, q, p, q, p, q).
We observe that in a2 player 5 is coordinating with both of her neighbors. Since she
is farsighted, she had the incentive to start the improving path, taking into account
that player 3 will follow her example and deviate from project p to q afterwards. This
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Fig. 2 Network with five
moderate players (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
and two stubborn players (6, 7) p

q
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3

4
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7

makes player 5 in profile a2 better off than in a0, even though she did not immediately
(in a1) benefit from her initial change.

Farsighted players anticipate the changes of the other players and compare their
current utility with the utility they would get at the end of the improving path. Nash
equilibrium requires strategy profiles to be immune to immediate deviations and does
not capture that farsighted players anticipate the actions of other players and consider
the end strategy profile that their deviations may lead to. To be stable, a strategy profile
should be immune to deviations of farsighted players. These considerations lead to
the following definition of farsightedly stable strategy profiles.

Definition 2 Consider (g, t) as given. A strategy profile a ∈ A is farsightedly stable
if it satisfies f (a) = ∅.

A strategy profile a ∈ A is farsightedly stable if there is no farsighted improving
path leaving a. Let Z(g, t) = {a ∈ A | f (a) = ∅} be the set of farsightedly stable
strategy profiles.11

Example 2 We reconsider the network depicted in Fig. 2 where players 6 and 7 are
stubborn while all other players are moderate. We still assume that t p = tq = 1.
Take a∗ = (p, p, q, q, q, p, q) where players 1 and 2 choose p as the stubborn
player 6, while players 3, 4 and 5 choose project q as the stubborn player 7. We
now argue that there are no farsighted improving path emanating from a∗. That is,
f (a∗) = ∅. From any a ∈ A such that a5 = q player 5 will never change her action
since there is no a′ ∈ A where she would be strictly better off. Similarly, for player
1 when choosing project p and for player 4 when choosing project q. Anticipating
that player 5 will never switch her action, player 3 cannot be better off by choosing
p instead of q. Hence, player 3 will stick to project q. Finally, given that no other
player will initiate a move from (p, ·, q, q, q, p, q) and that player 2 is indifferent
between (p, p, q, q, q, p, q) and (p, q, q, q, q, p, q), player 2 will not deviate from
(p, p, q, q, q, p, q). So, f (a∗) = ∅ and (p, p, q, q, q, p, q) is a farsightedly stable
strategy profile.

11 Similarly, Jackson (2008) defines the concept of farsightedly pairwise stable networks. Farsightedly
pairwise stable networks are the networks from which no farsighted improving path is emanating of it.
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3.2 Existence of a farsightedly stable strategy profile

We now show that there always exists a farsightedly stable strategy profile, i.e., Z is
never empty, and we provide a method to find a farsightedly stable strategy profile.
Starting from an arbitrary profile a, we can start writing the decision-making process
of a player along a farsighted improving path as a tree. At each node one player decides
whether she wants to stay with her current action or wants to deviate to another action.
Since players can change their action many times along a farsighted improving path,
the decision order of players can be neglected. The order only decides which profile is
reached, but if there is a farsighted improving path from a when players decide in the
order 1 to m, then there is also one for every other decision order. This is due to the
fact that players can repeatedly change their actions. Still, it is not possible to illustrate
an entire farsighted improving path as a tree, because there is an infinite number of
nodes. Again, the reason is the possibility of repeated deviations from each player.

The following lemma allows us to write down the decision-making process as a
finite tree when all players are farsighted.

Lemma 1 If there exists a farsighted improving path from profile a to profile a′ then
there also exists a farsighted improving path from a to a′ in which each player changes
her action at most once.

Lemma 1 implies that instead of considering all farsighted improving paths, we can
focus our attention on farsighted improving paths in which each player changes her
action once or not at all. To find a farsightedly stable strategy profile we formulate a
game tree. First, we need to fix a decision order among the moderate players, without
loss of generality (1, . . . ,m) and we select an arbitrary profile a0. Then, we can start
to create the decision tree. In the first node player 1 decides if she wants to stay with
her action a01 or if she wants to deviate to any other action. In case of indifference
we assume she stays. If she deviates, we reach a new profile a1 with a01 �= a11 and
a0−1 = a1−1. In that case we remove player 1 from the decision order and we start
from the beginning of the updated order, in this case with player 2. Player 2 then faces
the same choice, staying in a1 or deviating. If she deviates we move to a2, remove
player 2 from the decision order and start from the beginning of the order. If player
i does not deviate, but stays in profile ax , we move to the next player in the decision
order and letting her decide whether she wants to deviate from ax . When player i
does not change her decision, she stays in the decision order and can revisit her choice
once another player has deviated. We reach a stable strategy profile either when we
reach the end of the decision order and no player wants to deviate or when there are
no players left in the decision order. To illustrate this game tree, we introduce the
following notation. Let o be the decision order of the moderate players, without loss
of generality (1, . . . ,m) and o\i implies that player i is removed from the decision
order, i.e. o\i = (1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . .m). We generate the game tree for �(a0, o),
i.e. starting with profile a0 and order o as shown in Fig. 3. �(ak,∅) gives the utility
Ui (ak) to player i where �(ak,∅) represents the profile reached once all moderate
players have been removed from the decision order or they don’t want to deviate.
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Fig. 3 Game tree of �(a0, o)

By construction, the finite game tree of �(a0, o) shows all the possible improving
paths emanating from a0 in which each farsighted moderate player deviates at most
once. Together with Lemma 1 this yields the following result.

Theorem 1 The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the game �(a0, o) as defined
above is a farsightedly stable profile.

Theorem 1 implies that there always exists at least one farsightedly stable strategy
profile, i.e. the set of farsightedly stable profiles is non-empty. Starting from different
profiles a0 or using different orders o can result in different farsightedly stable strategy
profiles.

Example 3 We reconsider the network depicted in Fig. 2 where players 6 and 7 are
stubborn while all other players are moderate. We still assume that t p = tq = 1.
We can start from the profile ao = (p, p, p, p, p, p, q) ∈ A and the decision order
o = (1, . . . , 5). Starting from profile a0 players 1 to 4 have no incentive to deviate, but
player 5 does. She will select project q even though this action does not provide her
an immediate improvement, because she is anticipating that afterwards player 3 will
deviate to project q in the game �((p, p, p, p, q, p, q), (1, . . . , 4)). After players 5
and 3 have switched to q we reach the game �((p, p, q, p, q, p, q), (1, 2, 4)) where
none of the players 1, 2 or 4 have any incentive to change her action. So, the profile
(p, p, q, p, q, p, q) is farsightedly stable.

If we start from the profile (q, q, q, q, q, p, q) no player will deviate and so it is
farsightedly stable.

3.3 No stubborn agents

Suppose there are no stubborn players (i.e. N = Nm) and all moderate players are
farsighted. Remember that t is such that #Nm + #Nr ≥ tr for r ∈ {p, q}. Hence,
#Nm ≥ tr for r ∈ {p, q}. Farsighted moderate players will then choose the same
project whatever the connected network.

Proposition 1 Suppose there are no stubborn players and all moderate players are
farsighted. Then, Z(g, t) = {a ∈ A | ai = a j for all i, j ∈ N }.

When players are farsighted they are able to coordinate on the same project and all
inefficient Nash equilibria become unstable. Thus, without stubborn players, farsight-
edness solves the coordination problem.
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3.4 Only one type of stubborn agents

Suppose there is only one type of stubborn players, without loss of generality for
project p (i.e. N = Nm ∪ Np), and all moderate players are farsighted. Remember
that t is such that #Nm + #Np ≥ t p. All farsighted moderate players will then choose
project p whatever the connected network.

Proposition 2 Suppose there are only stubborn players for project p and all moderate
players are farsighted, N = Nm ∪ Np. Then, Z(g, t) = {a ∈ A | ai = p for all
i ∈ N } = {(p, p, . . . , p, p)}.

Thus, with only one type of stubborn players, farsightedness still solves the coor-
dination problem.

3.5 Both types of stubborn agents

Suppose now that there are stubborn players for project p (Np �= ∅) and stubborn
players for project q (Nq �= ∅) as well as moderate players (i.e. N = Nm ∪ Np ∪ Nq ).
Remember that all moderate players are farsighted and the threshold t is such that
#Nm + #Nr ≥ tr for r ∈ {p, q}. We provide first a condition to guarantee that all
moderate players fully coordinate on the same project, namely the one chosen by the
larger group of stubborn players.

Proposition 3 If #(Ni (g) ∩ Np) > #(Ni (g) ∩ Nq) for all i ∈ Nm, then the strategy
profile a ∈ A with ai = p for all i ∈ Nm is the unique farsightedly stable strategy
profile.

We provide next a condition to guarantee that a subset of the moderate players
coordinate on the same project.

Proposition 4 Suppose that tr ≤ #Nr + 1 for r ∈ {p, q}. If some moderate player
j ∈ Nm is such that (i) #(N j (g) ∩ Np) > #(N j (g) ∩ Nq) and (ii) on all paths from
j to i ∈ {l ∈ Nm | #(Nl(g) ∩ Nq) > #(Nl(g) ∩ Np)} there is some stubborn player
k ∈ Np, then player j chooses a j = p in any farsightedly stable strategy profile.

Proposition 4 tells us that a moderate player j will choose project p if she is (i)
neither influenced by stubborn players for project q, (ii) nor by moderate players who
are themselves influenced by more stubborn players for project q than for project p.
In fact, all moderate players on the paths from j up to reaching a first stubborn player
for project p (if any) will choose project p since they also satisfy the condition of
Proposition 4. Hence, all moderate players within the local network of player j will
coordinate on project p.12

12 Under the conditions of Proposition 4, there is some stubborn player for project p in every path in
the network connecting the subset of moderate players satisfying the conditions of Proposition 4 and any
other moderate player under the influence of stubborn players for project q. Hence, these stubborn players
for project p behave as essential intermediaries (see Manea 2021) and are able to enforce coordination on
project p among the subsets of moderate players that are influenced by them.
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Notice that if there is some j ∈ Nm such that #(N j (g) ∩ Np) > #(N j (g) ∩ Nq)

and on all paths from j to i ∈ {l ∈ Nm | #(Nl(g) ∩ Nq) > #(Nl(g) ∩ Np)} there
is some stubborn player k ∈ Np, and there is some moderate player j ′ ∈ Nm such
that #(N j ′(g) ∩ Nq) > #(N j ′(g) ∩ Np) and on all paths from j ′ to i ∈ {l ∈ Nm |
#(Nl(g) ∩ Np) > #(Nl(g) ∩ Nq)} there is some stubborn player k ∈ Nq , then both
projects p and q will coexist and be adopted by moderate players in any farsightedly
stable strategy profile.

4 Myopic with farsighted agents

Suppose now that we face a mixed population of moderate players in terms of their
degree of farsightedness. That is, moderate players can be either farsighted or myopic.
We denote by M the set of myopic players and by F the set of farsighted players
(Nm = F ∪ M). Either set (M or F) is allowed to be empty. A myopic-farsighted
improving path is a sequence of strategy profiles that can emerge when farsighted
players choose an action based on the improvement the end strategy profile offers
them relative to the current strategy profile while myopic players choose an action
based on the improvement the resulting strategy profile offers them relative to the
current one. Each strategy profile in the sequence differs from the preceding one in
that only one action of one of the players is modified.

Definition 3 Consider (g, t) as given. A myopic-farsighted improving path from a
strategy profilea ∈ A to a strategy profilea′ ∈ A is a finite sequence of strategy profiles
a0, . . . , aL ∈ A with a0 = a, aL = a′ and a j �= ak for all j, k ∈ {1, . . . , L − 1}
such that for every � ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1}, we have a�+1

i �= a�
i and a

�+1
−i = a�−i for some

i ∈ N , and Ui (a�+1) > Ui (a�) if i ∈ M or Ui (aL) > Ui (a�) if i ∈ F .

If there exists a myopic-farsighted improving path from the strategy profile a to a′
we write a −→ a′. The set of all strategy profiles that can be reached from a by a
myopic-farsighted improving path is denoted by h(a) = {a′ ∈ A | a −→ a′}. Our
notion of myopic-farsighted improving path is similar to the one first developed by
Herings et al. (2020) for two-sidedmatching problems.13 When all players aremyopic,
this notion of myopic-farsighted improving path is similar to the notion of improving
path proposed by Jackson and Watts (2002b) for network formation.

Example 4 Consider again the network depicted in Fig. 2. All players are myopic.
Players 6 and 7 are stubborn while all other players are moderate. Player 6 is stub-
born for project p while player 7 is stubborn for project q. Both projects have low
thresholds: t p = tq = 1. Take the profile a0 = (q, q, p, p, p, p, q) where players 3,
4 and 5 choose project p and players 1 and 2 select q. An example for an improving
path from this profile is the following one. Player 2 has only one neighbor (player 1)
with the same choice as her and three neighbors who choose project p. So it is an
improvement for her to select p as well. From this profile a1 = (q, p, p, p, p, p, q)

13 Herings et al. (2020) define the myopic-farsighted stable set for two-sided matching problems, while
Luo et al. (2021) investigate the myopic-farsighted stable set in general network formation problems.
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there is a second step towards a2 = (p, p, p, p, p, p, q). Since player 2 is now choos-
ing project p, player 1 is not coordinating with any neighbor. She is better off if she
switches her choice to project p. All players are myopic and consider the immediate
improvement they get from changing their action. From a2 = (p, p, p, p, p, p, q)

we have h(a2) = ∅. This is different if we consider farsighted players.
Suppose now that player 5 becomes farsighted. Start with the profile a0 =
(p, p, p, p, p, p, q) where player 5 is coordinating with one of her two neighbors.
From this profile there is an improving path initiated by player 5. First, player 5
chooses project q instead of p which yields to the profile a1 = (p, p, p, p, q, p, q).
In this profile a1 player 3 has now an incentive to deviate to project q as well,
because two of her three neighbors have selected project q. This yields to the pro-
file a2 = (p, p, q, p, q, p, q). We observe that in a2 player 5 is coordinating with
both of her neighbors. Since she is farsighted, she had the incentive to start the improv-
ing path, taking into account that player 3 will follow her example and deviate from
project p to q afterwards. This makes player 5 in profile a2 better off than in a0, even
though she did not immediately (in a1) benefit from her initial change.

Only farsighted players anticipate action changes of the other players and compare
their current utilitywith the utility theywould get at the end of the improving path.Nash
equilibrium requires strategy profiles to be immune to immediate deviations and does
not capture that farsighted players anticipate the actions of other players and consider
the end strategy profile that their deviationsmay lead to. In order to be stable, a strategy
profile should be immune to deviations of both myopic and farsighted players. These
considerations lead to the following definition of myopic-farsighted stable strategy
profiles.

Definition 4 Consider (g, t) as given. A strategy profile a ∈ A is myopic-farsighted
stable if it satisfies h(a) = ∅.

A strategy profile a ∈ A is myopic-farsighted stable if there is nomyopic-farsighted
improving path leaving a. Let Ẑ(g, t) = {a ∈ A | h(a) = ∅} be the set of myopic-
farsighted stable strategy profiles.

Let us first analyze some properties of the set of myopic-farsighted stable strategy
profiles. The next proposition establishes that there are no cycles. That is, starting at
a there is no myopic-farsighted improving path that ends at a.

Proposition 5 Take any a ∈ A. We have a /∈ h(a).

Notice that if a∗ ∈ N (g, t) is a Nash equilibrium, then there is no profitable
individual deviation from a∗. Thus, h(a∗) = ∅ when all players are myopic, i.e.
Nm = M . As a corollary of Proposition 5, we have that there always exist a myopic-
improving path from any strategy profile a /∈ N (g, t) to some Nash equilibrium
strategy profile a∗ ∈ N (g, t).

Corollary 1 Suppose that all players are myopic, Nm = M. Then, for any strategy
profile a /∈ N (g, t), there exists a Nash equilibrium strategy profile a∗ ∈ N (g, t)
such that a∗ ∈ h(a).
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From Proposition 5 and Corollary 1 we obtain the next theorem.

Theorem 2 Suppose that all players are myopic, Nm = M. The set of myopic-
farsighted stable strategy profiles is equal to the set of Nash equilibria.

Theorem 2 states an important result as it shows the connection between the set
of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profiles and the set of Nash equilibria. As long
as all moderate players are myopic the sets are the same. Thus, if Nm = M then
Ẑ(g, t) = N (g, t).

4.1 Impact of farsightedness

What happens to the set of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profiles when some
myopic moderate players become farsighted or vice-versa? Let Ẑ(g, t, M, F) be the
set ofmyopic-farsighted stable strategy profileswhen Nm = M∪F . Take somemyopic
(farsighted) player i ∈ M (i ∈ F). We next show that the set of myopic-farsighted
stable strategy profilesweakly decreases (increases)when amyopic (farsighted) player
i becomes farsighted (myopic). That is, Ẑ(g, t, M ′ = M\{i}, F ′ = F ∪ {i}) ⊆
Ẑ(g, t, M, F) and Ẑ(g, t, M, F) ⊆ Ẑ(g, t, M ′ = M ∪ {i}, F ′ = F\{i}).
Theorem 3 Ẑ(g, t, M ′ = M\{i}, F ′ = F ∪ {i}) ⊆ Ẑ(g, t, M, F).

Theorem 3 implies that the set of stable profiles weakly decreases when a myopic
player turns farsighted. From Theorem 1 we know that even though the set weakly
decreases it will never become empty since Ẑ(g, t, M = ∅, F = Nm) = Z(g, t) �= ∅.
One immediate conclusion fromTheorem3 is that, if players i and j become farsighted,
the order in which they become farsighted does not matter for the set of stable strategy
profiles. Take Ẑ(g, t, M, F) with i, j ∈ M . We have:

Ẑ(g, t, M \ {i, j}, F ∪ {i, j}) ⊆ Ẑ(g, t, M \ {i}, F ∪ {i}) ⊆ Ẑ(g, t, M, F);

Ẑ(g, t, M \ {i, j}, F ∪ {i, j}) ⊆ Ẑ(g, t, M \ { j}, F ∪ { j}) ⊆ Ẑ(g, t, M, F).

From Theorem 3 we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 2 The set of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profiles when there are both
myopic and farsighted players Ẑ(g, t, M, F) is a subset of the set of Nash equilibrium
strategy profiles N (g, t). That is, Ẑ(g, t, M, F) ⊆ N (g, t).

Thus, in our coordination game played on a fixed network, the set of myopic-
farsighted stable strategy profiles when moderate players are both myopic and
farsighted is a refinement of the set of Nash equilibrium strategy profiles.

Example 5 Consider again the network depicted in Fig. 2. Player 6 is stubborn for
project p while player 7 is stubborn for project q. Both projects have low thresholds:
t p = tq = 1. When all moderate players are myopic, there are six stable (or Nash
equilibrium) strategy profiles:

a1 = (p, p, p, p, p, p, q), a2 = (p, p, p, q, p, p, q), a3 = (p, p, q, p, q, p, q),

a4 = (p, p, q, q, q, p, q), a5 = (p, q, q, q, q, p, q), a6 = (q, q, q, q, q, p, q).
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Turning any of the players 2 to 4 into farsighted players, does not change the set of
stable strategy profiles at all. But, if player 5 becomes farsighted, the first two profiles
a1 and a2 are not stable any more. In those profiles player 5 deviates from project p
to project q and takes into account that player 3 then will change to q as well. Even
when all players are farsighted the profiles a3, a4, a5 and a6 remain stable.

4.2 Impact of stubbornness

In the example of Fig. 2, there was one stubborn player for project p, one stubborn
player for project q and the remaining players were moderate. We can clearly observe
that the set of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profiles does not only depend on the
farsightedness of the moderate players, but also on the type of stubborn players and
their position in the network.

Let Ẑ(g, t, Nm, Np, Nq) be the set of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profiles
when Nm is the set of moderate players, Np is the set of stubborn players for project p
and Nq is the set of stubborn players for project q. Let Ẑ(g, t, Nm\{i}, Np ∪ {i}, Nq)

be the set of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profiles when a moderate player i
becomes stubborn for project p. Obviously, we have that Ẑ(g, t, Nm, Np, Nq) ⊆
(Ẑ(g, t, Nm\{i}, Np∪{i}, Nq))∪(Ẑ(g, t, Nm\{i}, Np, Nq∪{i})). If choosing aproject
p is part of a stable strategy profile awhen player i ismoderate, then the strategy profile
a is still stable once player i becomes stubborn for project p, while keeping fixed the
type (moderate or stubborn) of the other players. That is, if a ∈ Ẑ(g, t, Nm, Np, Nq)

with i ∈ Nm and ai = p then a ∈ Ẑ(g, t, Nm\{i}, Np ∪ {i}, Nq). In addition, if
there exists no stable strategy profile in which player i , while being moderate, chooses
project p, new profiles become stable when player i is stubborn for project p.

Example 6 Consider again the network depicted in Fig. 2. Assume that all players are
myopic and thresholds are low, i.e. t p = tq = 1. In the case that all players are
moderate, there are eight different stable strategy profiles: a1 = (p, p, q, p, q, p, q),
a2 = (p, p, q, q, q, p, q), a3 = (p, q, q, q, q, p, q), a4 = (p, p, p, p, p, p, p),
a5 = (q, q, p, q, p, q, p), a6 = (q, q, p, p, p, q, p), a7 = (q, p, p, p, p, q, p),
a8 = (q, q, q, q, q, q, q). Turning player 7 into a stubborn player for project q keeps
only those stable profiles in which player 7 chooses project q, namely: a1, a2, a3

and a8. In addition there are new stable strategy profiles: a9 = (p, p, p, p, p, p, q),
a10 = (p, p, p, q, p, p, q) and a11 = (q, p, p, p, p, q, q).We see that the profiles a9

and a11 are modifications from the profiles a4 respectively a7: The actions of players 1
to 6 in profile a9 (a11) are the same as in a4 (a7) only the action of player 7 is different.
In the strategy profile a10 there is a change from at least two players compared to the
profiles a1 to a4 and a5 to a8. If, in addition, we make player 6 stubborn for project
p we get the same six stable strategy profiles as in Example 5: a1, a2, a3, a9, a10 and
a12 = (q, q, q, q, q, p, q). Again, turning a player into a stubborn player makes some
strategy profiles unstable, while it stabilizes others.

On the other hand turning a player into a stubborn player does not always create
new stable strategy profiles. Looking again at Example 5 where all players are myopic
and player 6 (7) is stubborn for p (q), there are six stable strategy profiles. If we turn
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player 2 into a stubborn player for project p only those four profiles where she chooses
project p remain stable. The same happens when we turn her into a stubborn player
for project q. There are only two stable strategy profiles, the ones in which player 2
invests into project q.

Proposition 6 Suppose that the thresholds for both projects are low, t p = tq = 1. If
on all paths on the network g between two players i and j there is a stubborn player,
then the choices of player i and j are independent of each other.

When thresholds are lowwe can simplify our analysiswith the help of Proposition 6.
If there are two (ormore) groups of playerswhoare only connected to the other group(s)
through paths that lead through at least one stubborn player we can split the graph into
two (or more) components and analyze them separately. Proposition 6 can be a useful
tool for a social planner trying to influence the choice between alternative projects in
order tomaximize coordination. According to this result, the social planner should first
identify the different parts of the network that are connected only through stubborn
players. Once identified the different parts of the network intermediated by stubborn
players, the social planner should focus on stimulating the coordination in each of
these parts separately rather than looking for coordination in the entire network. In
other words, the social planner should not ignore the influence of the stubborn players
on these different parts of the networks in order to promote coordination.

4.3 Impact of the thresholds

In addition to the types of players, the thresholds for both projects have an impact on
the stability of the strategy profiles. If we increase the threshold for project p from t p to
t p +1, then some strategy profiles may not be stable, while other strategy profiles may
become stable. For instance, suppose that the threshold for project q is low, tq = 1.
If there is a ∈ Ẑ(g, (t p, 1), Nm, Np, Nq) such that #{i ∈ Nm | ai = p} + #Np = t p,
then a /∈ Ẑ(g, (t p + 1, 1), Nm, Np, Nq). If there is a strategy profile in which the
threshold for p is exactly reached, then an increase of the threshold for this project
will make it unstable since moderate players have incentives to switch to the low
threshold project q.

4.4 Some specific networks

The stability of a strategy profile does not only depend on the thresholds and the type
of players, but also on the network structure. We now analyze the set of stable strategy
profiles for some common network configurations.

4.4.1 Complete network

In the case of the complete network, each player wants to coordinate with all other
players. Amoderate player wants to choose the project that gets chosen by themajority
of the other players. This simplifies the analysis.
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Proposition 7 Consider the complete network gN with low thresholds, t p = tq = 1.
We have Ẑ(gN , t, Nm, Np, Nq) ⊆ {a ∈ A | ai = a j for all i, j ∈ Nm}.

Proposition 7 confirms that the complete network leads to a full coordination of
the moderate players. There might be at most two stable profiles depending on the
number of stubborn players for each project and on the number of farsighted players.
But, in all of them the moderate players choose the same action. For instance, if
#Np > #Nq − 1 and #F ≥ #M then a ∈ A such that ai = p for all i ∈ Nm is the
unique myopic-farsighted stable strategy profile.

4.4.2 Star networks

In a star network the center of the star plays an important role. Depending on the
farsightedness and the type (moderate or stubborn) of the player in the center, there
can be different stable strategy profiles. Let player i∗ be the center of the star and
suppose that project q is the project with the most stubborn players (#Nq > #Np).
Remember that #Nm + #Nr ≥ tr for r ∈ {p, q}.
Proposition 8 Take a star network with i∗ being the center. Suppose that tr < n/2 for
r ∈ {p, q}.
(i) If i∗ ∈ M, then Ẑ(g, t) = {a ∈ A | ai = a j for all i, j ∈ Nm};
(ii) If i∗ ∈ F, #F + #Nq ≥ tq and #Nq > #Np, then Ẑ(g, t) = {a ∈ A | ai = q for

all i ∈ Nm};
(iii) If i∗ ∈ Nq and #F + #Nq ≥ tq , then Ẑ(g, t) = {a ∈ A | ai = q for all i ∈ Nm}.

Take any given strategy profile a. Since tr < n/2 for r ∈ {p, q}, the project chosen
by the majority of players in a is successful (without loss of generality project q).

(i) Hence, a myopic moderate player in the center has incentives to choose project
q. Once she has adopted this project, all other moderate players who were choosing p
have now incentives to switch to q. Thus, all moderate players will fully coordinate on
the same project in any stable strategy profile when the center is a myopic moderate
player.

(ii) If the center is a farsighted moderate player (i.e. i∗ ∈ F), then the choice of this
player depends on the thresholds of the projects. If the project with the most stubborn
players (without loss of generality project q) has a low threshold (#F + #Nq ≥ tq ),
she chooses this project and anticipates that all other farsighted moderate players
will follow her choice anticipating that all myopic moderate players will do the same
afterwards. Through this choice she can coordinate with the highest possible amount
of neighbors and the only stable strategy profile is that all moderate players choose
project q (i.e. full coordination among the moderate players).

(iii) If the center is a stubborn for project q (without loss of generality) and her
project has a low threshold (#F + #Nq ≥ tq ), then farsighted moderate players
have incentives to choose q anticipating that, once all of them have chosen project
q, this project is for sure successful. Afterwards, all myopic moderate players have
now incentives to adopt project q too. Hence, the only stable strategy profile is that all
moderate players choose project q (i.e. full coordination among themoderate players).
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4.4.3 Line networks

In a line network we can sort players into two categories: the leaves (i.e. players who
have only one neighbor) and the in-between players (i.e. players with two neighbors).
We already know that in any stable profile moderate leaves choose the same project
as their neighbor when thresholds are low. On the other hand, the in-between players
can coordinate with one or two of their neighbors. When all players are myopic there
exist many different stable profiles. In the case of low thresholds (t p = tq = 1), the
line can be fragmented into groups of size 2 or larger. Players in each fragment choose
the same project. If we consider a fragment of two moderate and myopic players, just
turning one of them farsighted will increase the coordination. The farsighted player
will choose the same project as her other neighbor (from a different fragment) and the
myopic player will follow. In a fragment of three players we need to turn at least two
of them farsighted in order to make players in the fragment coordinating with players
from a neighboring fragment. Similarly, if the fragment consists of x players, at least
x − 1 players have to become farsighted to achieve coordination with the neighboring
fragments. The following proposition tells us when full coordination occurs on a line
network.

Proposition 9 Consider a line network with only moderate players and with low
thresholds, t p = tq =1. Ẑ(g, (1, 1), Nm =N )={a∈ A | ai =a j for all i, j ∈N } if and
only if #M ≤ 1.

Thus, full coordination will always occur on a line network if and only if at most
one player is myopic.

5 Social planner

We now look at the coordination problem from the point of view of a social planner.
The objective of the social planner is to maximize the number of players who choose
the same project. We consider two policy instruments. Either the social planner can
socialize players by increasing the number of connections between players (i.e. linking
players who are not yet directly connected) or the social planner can turn somemyopic
players into farsighted ones (through some educative plans). In the case of the complete
network with low thresholds there is no need for an intervention of the social planner.
The moderate players will always end up coordinating on the project chosen by the
larger group of stubborn players. In the case of a star network with a myopic player
in the center, the social planner just needs to turn this myopic player into a farsighted
player for reaching the desired outcome.

From now on we analyze the use of those two instruments in the case of the circle
network gc. Remember that {i ∈ N | ai = r} is the set of players who choose project
r ∈ {p, q}, #F is the number of farsighted players, and #L(g) is the number of added
links in g. Both projects are assumed to have low thresholds, t p = tq = 1. For
instance, the social planner can either add a link i j between i and j (if i j /∈ g) or turn
a myopic player i into a farsighted one. Then, M and F become M ′ = M\{i} and
F ′ = F ∪ {i}.
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Without loss of generality, we consider coordination on project p. A strategy profile
a ∈ Ẑ(g, (1, 1)) if and only if a is such that either ai = p and { j ∈ Ni (gc) | a j =
p} �= ∅ or ai = q and { j ∈ Ni (gc) | a j = q} �= ∅. Suppose that players along the
circle are ordered: {i1, i2, . . . , in}. A fragment of the circle is a subset of the ordered
set of players, {ik, ik+1, . . . , ik+l}, such that each player in the fragment chooses the
same project. Let Slr (g

c, a) be a fragment l of the circle network gc where players
choose project r in a. Notice that #Slr (g

c, a) ≥ 2. Let Sr (gc, a) = ∪l Slr (g
c, a) =

{ j ∈ Nm | a j = r}.
Proposition 10 Consider a circle network gc. Suppose that all players are moderate,
N = Nm, and both projects have low thresholds, t p = tq = 1. Given some a ∈
Ẑ(gc, (1, 1)), in order to have full coordination on project p, theminimal requirements
in terms of howmanymyopic players should become farsighted and/or howmany links
should be added are:

(i) #F = #{i ∈ N | ai = q} − 1, or
(ii) #L(gc) = #{i ∈ N | ai = q} − 1, or
(iii) #F and #L = #{i ∈ N | ai = q} − 1 − #F, where #F < #{i ∈ N | ai = q} − 1.

Part (i) of Proposition 10 is in line with Proposition 9. The social planner has to turn
mostly all moderate players who choose project q into farsighted players in order to
reach full coordination on project p. Part (ii) tells us that the social planner needs the
same number of links (i.e. equal to the number of farsighted players needed for full
coordination) in order to make the network denser and end up in full coordination. For
instance, consider a fragment of two players choosing q. If both players are myopic,
a unilateral change to project p will not increase her utility. However, as soon as one
of the players has an additional connection to a player choosing p, she is better off by
switching her action to p, because nowshehas twoneighbors choosing project p versus
one choosing q. If the fragment includes three players, adding two links between the
two peripheral players (in this fragment) and two players choosing the opposite project
pmakes them to adopt project p. Obviously, the central player (in this fragment) joins
them afterwards. Part (iii) of Proposition 10 is about the joint implementation of both
instruments: turning myopic players into farsighted ones and creating links between
players with opposite projects. The two instruments act as substitutes since increasing
the number of farsighted players reduces the needed number of links and vice versa.
Obviously, those numbers are related to the total number of players who choose q.

To study the impact of stubbornness on the policies adopted by social planner, we
now introduce one stubborn player for project q into the circle network gc. Remember
that the presence of stubborn players for project p does not affect the decision of the
social planner as long as the objective of the social planner is to coordinate on project
p.

Proposition 11 Consider a circle network gc. Suppose that all players are moderate,
N = Nm, except one player who is stubborn for project q, i.e. N = Nm ∪ Nq

with Nq = {iq}. Both projects have low thresholds, t p = tq = 1. Given some
a ∈ Ẑ(gc, (1, 1)), in order to have full coordination on project p among moderate
players, the minimal requirements in terms of how many links should be added and
how many myopic players should become farsighted are:
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(i) #L = #{i ∈ N | ai = q} − 1, or
(ii) #F and #L = #{i ∈ N | ai = q} − 1 − #F, where 0 < #F ≤ #{i ∈ N | ai =

q} − 1 − #{ j ∈ Niq (gc) | a j = q}.
Proposition 11 tells us that, once there is one player who is stubborn for the opposite

project, the social planner cannot reach full coordination among the moderate players
by only turning myopic players into farsighted ones.14 Consider any fragment with
three players choosing q. If one of the players is stubborn, then even though the other
two players are farsighted, they do not change their actions. Indeed, they know that
their neighbor, the stubborn player, always chooses project q, and they would end
up with the same utility if they switch to project p. On the contrary, if the social
planner links each moderate player who is a neighbor of the stubborn player to some
player choosing project p, then both players would now have incentives to switch
to p once their moderate neighbors have all chosen p. So, it suggests that adding
links or promoting socialization can overcome some drawbacks of stubbornness in
the society. Allowing players to communicate with a larger number of players reduces
the likelihood of miscoordination, even in the presence of stubborn players. This
argument is in line with Proposition 7 that confirms that the complete network leads
to full coordination of the moderate players.

When there is no stubborn player for project q (Proposition 10), the order for
implementing both instruments (turning a myopic player into farsighted and/or adding
a link) does not matter. However, in the presence of a stubborn player for project q,
turning myopic players into farsighted ones without adding links first cannot lead
to full coordination among the moderate players. Thus, a fraction of links has to be
established first to provide the right incentives to the farsighted players for switching
to project p.

The analysis about the circle network stresses the complexity of looking at the
optimal intervention of the social planner for avoiding miscoordination among the
moderate players. Moreover, it illustrates that a very good knowledge of the network
is necessary for implementing efficiently policy instruments to favor full coordination
on some project.

Let us illustrate the relevance of these results in social networks that can exhibit
homophily or segregation. Cultural diversity and conflicting social identities are an
important source of political and social tensions, declining solidarity and foregone
economic opportunities. A population can be partitioned in different communi-
ties, according to ethnicity, language, religion, social class, political ideology, etc.
The degree of identification with the communities we belong to likely affects our
social interaction with people from other communities. In particular, people may be
homophilic in the sense that they do not want to associate with strong partisans of
another community, e.g., because this may result in conflict/unpleasant arguments.
Consider a social planner facing two different communities and trying to influence
them in order to adopt the same social norm. Then, in the absence of strong partisans
(stubborn players) in these communities, educating a certain number of individuals to
become farsighted could overcome homophily and reach the social planner’s objec-

14 However, if there are only stubborn players for the project the social planner wants to coordinate on,
then Proposition 10 applies.
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tive. However, if strong partisans are present in both communities, the social planner
should first initiate a socialization policy (adding links between the different groups)
before educating people to become farsighted.

6 Conclusion

We have studied a coordination game on a fixed connected network where players
have to choose between two projects. Some players are moderate (i.e. they are ex-
ante indifferent between both project) while others are stubborn (i.e. they always
choose the same project). Benefits for moderate players are increasing in the number
of neighbors who choose the same project. In addition, players are either farsighted
or myopic. Farsighted players anticipate the reactions of others while myopic players
do not. We have shown that, when all players are farsighted, full coordination among
the moderate players is reached except if there are stubborn players for both projects.
When all players are myopic the set of stable strategy profiles coincides with the set
of Nash equilibria of the coordination game. When the population is mixed, the set of
stable strategy profiles is a refinement of the set of Nash equilibrium strategy profiles.
Turning myopic players into farsighted ones eliminates little by little the inefficient
Nash equilibria. In fact, when some myopic players become farsighted, efficiency
measured by the sum of the utilities weakly improves. We have restricted the analysis
to two projects. However, all our main results (e.g. Theorems 1, 2, 3, Propositions 1,
2) are robust to more projects. Finally, we have considered a social planner who can
improve coordination bymeans of two policy instruments: adding links to the network
(socialization) and/or turning myopic players into farsighted ones (education). The
objective of the social planner is to maximize the number of players who choose the
same project. If there is at most one type of stubborn players, this objective does not
conflict with the maximization of the sum of utilities. However, if there are stubborn
players for both projects, a tension may arise. Indeed, a group of players located in
one part of the network may be better off by locally coordinating on some project,
while another group of players located in another part of the network would be better
off by locally coordinating on the other project. In this case, the only alternative for
the social planner to reach full coordination would be to educate stubborn players to
be moderate.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1 follows directly from Lemmas 2 and 3.

Lemma 2 Consider a strategy profile a with ai �= a j for some i �= j . If at a, player i
prefers a′

i to ai (i.e. Ui (a′
i , a−i ) > Ui (ai , a−i )) and at (a′

i , a−i ), player j prefers a′
j

to a j (i.e. U j (a′
i , a

′
j , a−i, j ) > Uj (a′

i , a−i )) with a′
j �= a′

i , then it also holds that at a,
player j prefers a′

j to a j (i.e. U j (a′
j , a− j ) > Uj (a j , a− j )).

Proof We prove that Uj (a′
j , a− j ) ≥ Uj (a′

i , a
′
j , a−i, j ) > Uj (a′

i , a−i ) ≥ Uj (a j , a− j )

holds. Since a′
i �= a′

j , ai �= a′
i and a j �= a′

j , we have ai = a′
j and a′

i = a j . Hence,
Uj (a′

j , a− j ) ≥ Uj (a′
i , a

′
j , a−i, j ) and Uj (a′

i , a−i ) ≥ Uj (a j , a− j ) hold. If i ∈ N j (g)
then the inequalities are strict. �
Lemma 3 Consider a strategy profile a from which player i wants to deviate to a′

i and
some other player j , i �= j , wants to deviate to a′

j , with a′
j �= a′

i , i.e. Ui (a′
i , a−i ) >

Ui (ai , a−i ) and U j (a′
j , a− j ) > Uj (a j , a− j ). Once the deviations have taken place,

if player i deviates again to ai (because Ui (ai , a′
j , a−i, j ) > Ui (a′

i , a
′
j , a−i, j )), then

player j will never switch back to a j (since U j (ai , a′
j , a−i, j ) > Uj (ai , a j , a−i, j )).

Proof of Proposition 1 Since there are no stubborn players, N = Nm . (1) Take a such
that ai = a j for all i, j ∈ N . Then, f (a) = ∅ since Ui (a) ≥ Ui (a′) for all i ∈ N ,
for all a′ ∈ A. (2) Take any a′ �= a∗ where a∗ is such that a∗

i = p for all i ∈ N . We
will show that a∗ ∈ f (a′) and so f (a′) �= ∅. Let a0 = a′ and aL = a∗. We build a
farsighted improving path from a0 to aL as follows. For l = 1, . . . , L − 1, let

al+1=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
al+1
i = ali = p for all i ∈ { j ∈ N | alj = p}
al+1
i l

= p for i = i l with al
il

= q and Nil (g) ∩ { j ∈ N | alj = p} �= ∅
al+1
i = ali = q for all i ∈ { j ∈ N | alj = q}, i �= i l .

The sequence of strategy profiles a0, . . . , aL is a farsighted improving path since along
the sequence the player i l is such that Uil (a

L) > Uil (a
l). Indeed, looking forward to

a∗, player i l prefers a∗ to al and so to switch to project p anticipating that all players
who haven’t yet chosen p will do it afterwards to finally reach the profile a∗. From
(1) and (2) we have that Z(g, t) = {a ∈ A | ai = a j for all i, j ∈ N }. �
Proof of Proposition 2 Suppose N = Nm ∪ Np and Nq = ∅. We have that all stubborn
players for project p choose p, i.e. ai = p for all i ∈ Np. Project p can be successful
since #Nm + #Np ≥ t p. (1) Take a∗ such that a∗

i = p for all i ∈ N . Then, f (a∗) = ∅
since Ui (a∗) ≥ Ui (a′) for all i ∈ Nm , for all a′ ∈ A. (2) Take any a′ �= a∗ where a∗
is such that a∗

i = p for all i ∈ N . We will show that a∗ ∈ f (a′) and so f (a′) �= ∅. Let
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a0 = a′ and aL = a∗. We build a farsighted improving path from a0 to aL as follows.
Notice that in a0 we have a0i = p for all i ∈ Np. For l = 1, . . . , L − 1, let

al+1 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
al+1
i =ali = p for all i ∈ { j ∈ N | alj = p}
al+1
i l

= p for i = i l with al
il

= q and Nil (g) ∩ { j ∈ N | alj = p} �= ∅
al+1
i = ali = q for all i ∈ { j ∈ N | alj = q}, i �= i l .

The sequence of strategy profiles a0, . . . , aL is a farsighted improving path since along
the sequence the moderate player i l is such that Uil (a

L) > Uil (a
l). Indeed, looking

forward to a∗, player i l prefers a∗ to al and so to switch to project p anticipating
that all players who haven’t yet chosen p will do it afterwards to finally reach the
profile a∗. From (1) and (2) we have that Z(g, t) = {a ∈ A | ai = p for all
i ∈ N } = {(p, p, p, . . . , p, p, p)}. �
Proof of Proposition 3 Suppose N = Nm ∪ Np ∪ Nq . The threshold t is such that
#Nm + #Nr ≥ tr for r ∈ {p, q}. Suppose now that #(Ni (g) ∩ Np) > #(Ni (g) ∩ Nq)

for all i ∈ Nm . (1) Take a∗ such that a∗
i = p for all i ∈ Nm . Take any i ∈ Nm . Since

#(Ni (g)∩ Np) > #(Ni (g)∩ Nq) we have thatUi (a∗) ≥ Ui (a′) for all a′ ∈ A. Hence,
f (a∗) = ∅. (2) Take any a′ �= a∗ where a∗ is such that a∗

i = p for all i ∈ Nm . We
will show that a∗ ∈ f (a′) and so f (a′) �= ∅. Let a0 = a′ and aL = a∗. We build a
farsighted improving path from a0 to aL as follows. Notice that in a0 we have a0i = p
for all i ∈ Np and a0i = q for all i ∈ Nq . For l = 1, . . . , L − 1, let

al+1=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

al+1
i = ali = p for all i ∈ { j ∈ Nm | alj = p}
al+1
i l

= p for i = i l with al
il

= q and Nil (g) ∩ { j ∈ N | alj = p} �= ∅
al+1
i = ali = q for all i ∈ { j ∈ Nm | alj = q}, i �= i l

al+1
i = ali = q for all i ∈ Nq

al+1
i = ali = p for all i ∈ Np

The sequence of strategy profiles a0, . . . , aL is a farsighted improving path since
along the sequence the moderate player i l is such that Uil (a

L) > Uil (a
l) because of

#(Ni (g) ∩ Np) > #(Ni (g) ∩ Nq). Indeed, looking forward to a∗, player i l prefers a∗
to al and to switch to project p because she has more stubborn players for project p
than for project q in her neighborhood and she anticipates that all moderate players
who haven’t yet chosen p will do it afterwards to finally reach the profile a∗. From
(1) and (2) we have that Z(g, t) = {a ∈ A | ai = p for all i ∈ Nm ∪ Np, ai = q for
all i ∈ Nq}. �
Proof of Proposition 4 Suppose that tr ≤ #Nr +1 for r ∈ {p, q}. Take some moderate
player j ∈ Nm such that (i) #(N j (g)∩Np) > #(N j (g)∩Nq) and (ii) on all paths from
j to i ∈ {l ∈ Nm | #(Nl(g) ∩ Nq) > #(Nl(g) ∩ Np)} there is some stubborn player
k ∈ Np. We will show that player j chooses a j = p in any farsightedly stable strategy
profile in Z(g, t). That is, for any a′ such that a′

j = q, f (a′) �= ∅. Since on all paths
from j to i ∈ {l ∈ Nm | #(Nl(g) ∩ Nq) > #(Nl(g) ∩ Np)} there is some stubborn
player k ∈ Np, we have that on all paths from j all players l∗ between j and the first
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stubborn player on the path (if any) are moderate players who have more stubborn
players for project p than for project q in their neighborhood. It follows that all those
players l∗ and player j (weakly) prefer the strategy profile a′′ such that a′′

l = p,
a′′
j = p and a′′

i = a′
i for all i ∈ Nm, i �= j, l∗, to the strategy profile a′. From a′ = a0

we build a farsighted improving to a′′ = aL as follows. Take some player l∗ (or player
j) such that a′

l∗ = q and Nl∗(g) ∩ {i ∈ N | a′
i = p} �= ∅. This moderate player l∗ is

such that Ul∗(aL = a′′) > Ul∗(a0 = a′) and so she switches to project p anticipating
that players in her neighborhood will do the same afterwards. Next some other player
l∗ (or player j) such that a′

l∗ = a0l∗ = a1l∗ = q and Nl∗(g) ∩ {i ∈ N | a1i = p} �= ∅.
This moderate player l∗ is such that Ul∗(aL = a′′) > Ul∗(a1) and so she switches to
project p anticipating that players in her neighborhood will do the same afterwards;
and so forth until we reach the strategy profile aL = a′′ where a′′

l∗ = p and a′′
j = p.

Hence, any a ∈ Z(g, t) is such that player j chooses a j = p. �

Proof of Proposition 5 We show that a /∈ h(a). Suppose there exists a myopic-
farsighted improving path a0, a1, . . . , aL with a = a0 and a = aL (ak �= al for
all k, l ∈ {1, . . . , L − 1}). Notice first that no farsighted player will initiate such a
path. Only myopic players could move away from a. Let i1 be the myopic player that
deviates from a0 to a1, with Ui1(a

1
i1

, a0−i1
) > Ui1(a

0
i1

, a0−i1
). Consider now the move

of player i2 from a1 to a2. If a2
i2

= a1
i1
, then player i1 will not deviate back to a0

i1
since

the support for the project she prefers is now even larger. Thus, as long as, along the
path, the successive deviating players continue supporting project a1

i1
, player i1 will

not deviate back to a0
i1

and then the end strategy profile of the improving path will
never be equal to a.

Let l be the first time along the path such that some myopic player j deviates from
al to al+1, with al+1

j �= a1
i1

= · · · = al
il
and Uj (a

l+1
j , a1

i1
, . . . , al

il
, a0− j,i1,...,i l

) >

Uj (a1i1 , . . . , a
l
il
, a0−i1,...,i l

). Then by Lemma 2, we also have that player j prefers al+1
j

to a0j = a1j = · · · = alj before players i1, . . . , i l deviates from a0
i1

, . . . , al−1
i l

to

a1
i1

= · · · = al
il

�= al+1
j . It holds that

Uj (a
l+1
j , a1i1 , . . . , a

l−1
i l−1 , a

l
il , a

0
− j,i1,...,i l ) > Uj (a

1
i1 , . . . , a

l
il , a

0
−i1,...,i l ),

Uj (a
l+1
j , a1i1 , . . . , a

l−1
i l−1 , a

0
− j,i1,...,i l−1) > Uj (a

1
i1 , . . . , a

l−1
i l−1 , a

0
−i1,...,i l−1),

. . .

Uj (a
l+1
j , a0− j ) > Uj (a

0
j , a

0− j ).

Notice that, in order for the path to end at a, players i1, . . . , i l−1, i l should have
incentives to deviate back from a1

i1
= · · · = al

il
to a0

i1
, . . . , al−1

i l
, respectively. Thus,

assume that this is the case once player j (and possibly other players that deviate later
on to the same project as player j) deviates from al to al+1, with al+1

j �= a1
i1

= · · · =
al
il
. But then, by Lemma 3, we have that player j (and possibly some other player)

will never deviate back to a0j �= al+1
j . Hence, a will never be reached.
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Suppose now that, at l, a farsighted player j deviates from al to al+1, with al+1
j �=

a1
i1

= · · · = al
il
and Uj (aLj , a

L− j ) > Uj (a1i1 , . . . , a
l
il
, a0−i1,...,i l

). Then, in order to

induce player i1 to deviate back to a0
i1
, the following case has to be considered:

a0j = a1
i1

= · · · = al
il
. We then obtain

Uj (a
0
j , a

0− j ) ≤ Uj (a
1
i1 , a

0
j , a

0
− j,i1) ≤ · · · ≤ Uj (a

1
i1 , . . . , a

l
il , a

0
j , a

0
− j,i1,...,i l )

< Uj (a
L
j , a

L− j ) = Uj (a
0
j , a

0− j ),

a contradiction. Thus, no farsighted player along the path from a to aL = a would be
the first player deviating from al to al+1, with al+1

j �= a1
i1

= · · · = al
il
. �

Proof of Theorem 2 (⇒) We show that the set of Nash equilibrium strategy profiles
N (g, t) is a set of myopic-farsighted stable strategy profiles Ẑ(g, t). Let some a∗ ∈
N (g, t)begiven. It holds bydefinitionof theNash equilibrium that for alla∗ ∈ N (g, t)
we have h(a∗) = ∅. Hence, all a∗ ∈ N (g, t) are myopic-farsighted stable strategy
profiles. (⇐)We show thatN (g, t) is the only set of myopic-farsighted stable strategy
profiles Ẑ(g, t). Let some a /∈ N (g, t) be given. By Corollary 1, we have that there
exists a Nash equilibrium strategy profile a∗ ∈ N (g, t) such that a∗ ∈ h(a). Hence,
a strategy profile that is not a Nash equilibrium cannot be a myopic-farsighted stable
strategy profile. Thus, if Nm = M then Ẑ(g, t) = N (g, t). �
Proof of Theorem 3 Proof by contradiction. Suppose there is a strategy profile a′ ∈
Ẑ(g, t, M ′ = M\{i}, F ′ = F ∪ {i}) and a′ /∈ Ẑ(g, t, M, F). This means that there
is another profile a = (ai , a−i ) with a−i = a′−i such that Ui (a) > Ui (a′). So that
the deviation from a′

i to ai is an immediate improvement for player i . Then, there is a
myopic-farsighted improving path of length one from a′ to a when player i is myopic,
with a ∈ h(a′). But then, the previous myopic-farsighted improving path of length
one from a′ to a is also a myopic-farsighted improving path of length one from a′ to
a when player i is farsighted. This implies that a′ is not stable if i is farsighted and
contradicts our assumption. �
Proof of Proposition 6 Let ir be a stubborn player for project r .Without loss of general-
ity, suppose that i, j ∈ Nir (g) and there exists no other path between i and j (otherwise
repeat the same arguments). Clearly air is independent of ai and a j , because ir always
chooses air = r . This implies that ai and a j are independent of each other, that ak for
k ∈ Ni (g) ∩ Nm is independent of a j , that al for l ∈ N j (g) ∩ Nm is independent of
ai and so on. �
Proofs of Proposition 7, Proposition 8, Proposition 9 are available upon request.

Proof of Proposition 10. Take Slq(g
c, a) = {i1, i2, . . . , iK } where K = #Slq(g

c, a).
(i) Since ik ∈ Nik+1(g

c) for all ik, ik+1 ∈ Slq(g
c, a), the fragment is a line. Hence,

the proof of Proposition 9 applies here. (ii) Players i1 and iK have one neighbor
choosing project q and one neighbor choosing project p. By adding a new link i1 j
where a j = p, we have Ui1(p, a−i1) > Ui1(q, a−i1) and then player i1 switches to
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project p. Analogously for player iK . Now players i2 and iK−1 have one neighbor
choosing project q and one neighbor choosing project p. We next proceed to add
links among i2 and iK−1 with two other players choosing p. We continue adding
links between players in the fragment (with neighbors choosing q and p) and players
choosing p until there is a unique player ik in the fragment who has both neighbors
choosing project p, and so she has incentives to choose p. Therefore, we need to
add #Slq(g

c, a) − 1 links to obtain full coordination on project p. (iii) We repeat the
previous case (ii) until there are two players ik, ik+1 in the fragment who have one
neighbor choosing project q and one neighbor choosing project p. Suppose that player
ik is farsighted, #F = 1, she will switch to project p, anticipating that the myopic
player ik+1 will join project p as well. Therefore, with #F = 1 farsighted player and
#L = #Slq(g

c, a) − 1− #F = #Slq(g
c, a) − 2 links we obtain the full coordination in

the fragment. Following the same algorithm, if we increase the number of farsighted
players (#F < #Slq(g

c, a) − 1) in the fragment, we could reduce the number of links
needed for full coordination within the fragment. �

Proof of Proposition 11 is available upon request.
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